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ABSTRACT
The literature relating to the incid
ence of naturally occurring rippled
deposits in
process plant and super—critical once
—through boilers has been surveyed
.
Characteristics
of rippled surface geometry and the
mechanism of fonnation are identified
and discussed.
The excessive pressure drop penalty
associated with rippled surfaces ir
comparison with
sand—grain—type roughness is showa
in terms of boundary layer theory.
The pressure drop
characteristics of other artifici
ally formed roughnesses, e.g., repe
ated rib and screw—
thread types, are also discussed.
A variety of simulated rippled surfaces
were formed on 25 mm OD brass tubin
g by
impressing circular indentations of
varying depth at different spacings
.
Pressure drop
measurements were obtained for sing
le phase fluid (water) flow in eigh
teen such tubes over
a Reynolds Number range
to 3.10.
Pressure drop measurements were
also taken with
air flow in a 12.5 mm OD brass tube
having a naturally formed rippled
silica deposit on
its inner surface.
These results were analysed with
a view to providing a means of
pre
dicting pressure drop in a rippled
surface geometry.
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1.

Tnt rndticti oil

The forrimt ion of iIrpo—i (i oil pi peiin
d (ilailnet surt;oe
slay reul 1. in changes HI their
heat 1riinsfrr 1)
1n’(sur(’ (liojI chariw cii st. irs.
Depos it ion wi 1 1 decrease the pipe
dianie Ccc and 1151511 Ly j 1lcItl5(’ tile i-air
(‘ata’
ougliness .
These effects will increase the
pressure (Irol) and improve the heat I rans
fer performance.
Tlie thermal. resistance of the
(i(’pOSit, iiowevei’ , ivi Ii de ICi-i(’
till’ overa [.1 hInt I rnnsf(’r
CoefficLeflt.
The extent to which depoitIOn wifl
affect heat. transfer ann pressure
drop will depend
on tin’ t’,pc of roughness heing fonn
ed.
Under recta iii condittons it is poss
ible for a
transvereely rippled depos ii to he
formed which exhibLts a more pronounc
ed effect on the
flow conditions at the wall than
any other natural roughness shape.
Such deposits have
been observed in some pI’or-ess (‘(p11
pment and similar effects can be
recognised in sandy
deserts and beaches.
A study of rippled surfaces, their
formation and pressure drop
effects, is impoltarit so that prop
er design and efficient operation
of process plant may
he achieved.
2.

Examples of’ Rippled Surfaces
Rippled surfaces have been
2. 1

observed in a number of different
situations.

Rippled Surfaces in Pipelines Carr
ying Fresh Water
Wiederliold

(9)

and Seiferth & Kruger (3)

reported that excessive pressure
loss
increase occurred in a pipeLine
carrying fresh water.
In three years the pressure
drop increased by about 57%,
The pipel i IW inns 80 km long with
a diameter 0.5 m.
The pressure drop acrease was
due to the formation of trans
versely rippled
deposits.
The ripples were 0.5—i mm high
and spaced at 3—8 mm.
The average ripple
height (e) was 0.7 mm,
The average thickness of’ the
deposits was of the order of
2 mm, i.e., the effective diameter
of the pipeline ums 0.496
The deposits
consisted mainly of Al
3 (52,8%), Mn0
0
2
2 (19.2%), CaO (9.9%) and
3 (3.1%)(2).
0
2
Fe
—

Pressure drop measurements were perfo
rmed on a 178 m section of the
pipeline
after 3 years of operati.on(23).
The friction factor f(= 2
/p calculated from
0
¶
)
these measurements decreased with
Reynolds number as shown in Tabl
e 1.
TABLE 1
Friction Factors Obtained in a
Pipeline
Carrying Fresh 2
Water(
)
3
,

Reynolds Number
Re

Friction Factor
I

138,000

0.00705

Measured

i38950

0.00703

Estimated

316,228

0.u0540

Estimated

492,000

0.00515

Measured

562,341

0.00498

Estinated
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essner reports observations on increased pressure loss in a
large diameter
water duct associated with a small hydroelectric schmne.
The increased pressure
drop was due to the fonnation of rippled deposits.
In eighteen years the output of
the plant decreased substantially from 10.1 MW to 8.6 MW or about
1% per year.
average diameter of the pipe was 1.95 m.

The

The thickness of the deposit after eighteen years was 1.5—12 mm.
The height of
the ripples (e) was 0.5—4 mm and their spacing (x) 4-16 mm.
The reported ripple
ratio (y) was in the range 4—10 but if the average values
of x and e are used X
becomes 4.44.
2.2

Magnetite Deposits in Boiler Syems

Experience with some supercritical once—through
boilers has showa that unaccept.—
ably high pressure drops can occur in the evaporators
such that frequent chomical
cleaning is required.
Examination of tubes removed from these boilers has
shown
that transversely rippled corrosion products on the
wails are responsible for the
high level of pressure drop encountered.
The phenomenon of rippled deposits has
only been observed in those sections of evaporator
tubes carrying water in the liquid
phase.
In other sections, such as economiser tubes and steam
tubes, all corrosion
products are evenly distributed as thin films with no
evidence of ripples.
Corrosion product films in supercritical once—throug
h boilers are in two layers.
The inner layer corresponds to the thickness of the corrod
ed tube material;
it is
dense and protects the tube material from further rapid
corrosion.
In evaporator
tubes carrying water the outer layer of deposit is more
porous and is ripp.]ed(517).
The inner layer thickness lies in the range 5—15 pm(10_13).
The magnetite crystals
of this inner layer are 0.1—0.2 pm(9b0) with pore sizes of
less than 0.01 pm(i0)
On the other hand, the crystals in the outer layer
where the surface is rippled con
sist of coarse single crystals some of which are consid
erably rounded.
Haller et al (13,14) observed that the structure of the
corrosion product film
was transversely rippled.
Other workers(781, however, stated that the structu
re
ranged from a transverse ripple effect to a crater—
like” form where the transverse
ripples were connected by longitudinal ripples.
Schuster concluded that the
“crater—like” structure was more likely to be associa
ted with high Reynolds numbers.
The average spacing (x) between the ripples has been
reported as 200—350
and 180—300
with ripple heights (e) of 25—40 pm and 20—40
pm respectively.
Some further data are given in Table 2 for differe
nt tube diameters.
TABLE 2
Ripple Ratio at Different Tube Diameters
x

e

Tube Diameter
d
mm

Ref.

pm

pm

450
350
201

90
45
16.5

5
7.8
12.2

148
38
16.8

8
16
14

193

14.2

13.6

15.7

14
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2.

Rippled Deposits in a Pipelin
e Carrying Saturated Brine

Rippled deposits have been
observed in a 0.61 m pipelin
e conveying saturated
brine at: isoc(18).
Exceptionally Iiii pressure
drop resulted which could not
be
explained simply in terms of incr
eased velocity due to the red
uction in flow area,
The thickness of the deposit was
5—7 mm with 6 mm considered
as the average, i.e.,
the effective diameter of the
pipe was therefore approxima
tely 0.589 m.
The
deposits consisted mainly of 3
CaCO and 2
Mg(OFI)
.

Measurements on a 2692 m sec
tion of the pipeline after app
roximately 5 years of
operation showed that the pre
ssure drop was 0.365 bar at a
Reynolds number (Re) of
139,000 (bulk velocity 0.5
m/s).
The measured friction factor was
0.00738.
A
section of the deposit with
four transverse ripples (see
Figures 1 and 2) was
measured giving an average ripp
le spacing (x) of 4.73 mm and
an average ripple height
(e) of 1.08 mm.
The pressure drop calculated from
sand grain roughness theory (21)
using the average ripple heig
ht is only 0.140 bar, or 38% of
the measured pressure
drop.
2.4

3.

Rippled Deposit from Geotherm
al Water

In studies of deposition (59.4
% silica) from geothermal wat
ers in heat exchanger
tubes(19) ripp
led surface have been obse
rved.
The geothennal water entering
a heat
exchanger was about 80°C and
saturated with silica.
The average Reynolds number
was
44300 based on the clean
tube D of 10,3 mm.
When the tube was removed afte
r 2000
hours of operation the vol
umetric diameter was measured
as 9.55 mm.
A section of the silica dep
osit was removed to measure
the dimensions of the
ripples (see Figures 1 and
2).
This was done by taking a phot
ograph of a polished
cross section of the deposit
and then magnifying at 5th
.
The height and spacing of
38 ripples were measured.
The average spacing (x) was
found to be 0.87 nm and the
average ripple height (e) =
0.123 mm.
The standard deviation of
38 spacing and
height measurements was,
respectively, 36.5% and 33.1
%.
This is about the same as
a normal distribution that
is characteristic of many natu
rally occurring phenomena.
Pressure Drop in Rough Pipe
s

The usual equation used for
estimating pressure drop
in pipes and channels is of
(20)
the
form

=

8f2_

(1)
where Ap is the pressu
re drop, f is the friction
factor, 1 and d are the leng
th and dia
meter of the pipe, p is the
fluid density and u the bulk
velocity.
The friction factor
I (=
used throughout this presen
t work is that of Coulson and Richardson(20
) and
equals
the Fanning friction fact
or, and
the dimensionless “Coefficien
t of Resistanc&’
used by Schlighting(21).
The characteristics of a
surface as they affect pre
ssure drop
are included in the valu
e of the friction factor.
The friction factor in roug
h pipes can be related to
the friction
expression 21 ,22,24)
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function

by the

+

•\Jf

2.5 1n(+ 3.75

where e is the roughness height and
R the pipe radius.
on the geometry of a rough surface(22).
3.1

The

(2)

friction function depends

Sand Grain Roughness

Nikuradse(23) stud
ied the pressure drop in pip
es having a variety of sand gra
in
roughnesses.
For this surface geometry he was
able to correlate the friction
func
tion to the dimensionless roug
hness height e+
u* e/u, where u
is the friction
velocity (‘= (‘_2’ and u the kin
ematic viscosity.
The roughness height was take
pJ /
n
as the diameter of the sand
grains.
The values of friction fun
ction cI, and e+, as
determined by Nikuradse 2)
for all the sand grain surface
s when plotted generated
the single curve shown on
Figure 3.
Nikuradse (23) identified
three regions of flow (21)
5
5
e+

e
>

•

These are:

hydraulically smooth region
,
70

transition region,

70

completely rough region.

In the smooth and transition
regions
varied with e+.
In the rough region,
however, the friction functio
n was constant at
= 8.5 such that the friction factor
calculated from Eq. (2) was
independent of Reynolds num
ber.
3.2

Rectangular Roughness

Considerable work has been
done on surfaces with tran
sverse, rectangular rib
Recently a relationship for
the friction function
for this type of
surface has been established
by Baumann and Rehme (22) .
They based their evaluation
on the experimental data pre
sented in the literature by
35 authors.
Since the fric
tion function
for rectangular roughness shap
es becomes constant in the
completely
rough region, as for sand gra
in roughness, only data for e+
100 was used in their
analysis.
roughness.

Baumann and Reline derived
an empirical expression for
in terms of the geometri
cal parameters x/e, e/w and
e/r.
The geometry of rectangular
roughnesses is shown
in Figure 4 where x is the
pitch, e the height and w the
width of the rectangular
rib.
The parameter r is the leng
th of the velocity profile
between the wall and the
zero
shear position.
In circular tubes this cor
responds to the radius.
In all their
work Baumann and Rehme (22)
used the volumetric diameter
.
The friction function derived
by Bauinann and Rehme (22)
was
0.345sl
cL13
where a. refers to an exp
ression giving the dependence
on x/e and e/w;
to an expression giving
the dependence on e/r.
The ct-expression was

—7—

(3)
while

refers

1
a

a
(x) 2

3
a

+

()

4
a
(4)

with
-0.9475

1
a

=

a

=

—1.143(’

=

0.33(’

=

0.758

a

18.5
—0.147

2

0. 1483
3

I

a

4

\011

The expression is valid when

e
0.3

a

4
4

w

4

8

10

and gives a maximum dev
iation of 8% from the exp
erimental data.
was a polynomial of the form

=

2.9

+

1.49

()

—

1.972

2
(j

The f3 expression

()

It should be noted tha
t when e/r —> 0 the
13—expression becnes
2.9 such that
in Eq. (3)
In
the
pre
sen
t
work the limited influen
.
ce of e/r on
will be
neglected.
For the e/w values of
0.5 and 1.5 the frictio
n function
was calculated
and is shown in Fig.
5.
3.3

Other Types of Roughness
streeter(25)

has studied the pressu
re drop in 50 mm diameter
pipes in
iich
screw threads of a very
close pitch had been cut
in the inner surface.
By
var
ying
the profile of the cuttin
g head he was able to
produce several differ
ent shapes of
inner roughness.
The three roughness sha
pes considered here are
show
n in Figure 6,
where the length sca
les and the ratio of pitc
h to height are aiso
giv
er.
From the
data presented by streeter(25)
the friction flinction
has been calculated her
e and
plotted in Figure 7.
On Figure 7 the dotted
line is that presented
(21 23)
by Nikuradse
for sand grain roughn
‘
ess.
No general relationships
(95)
were presented Dy Sre
eter
for the roughness typ
es investigated.
HaIler et ai(1314)
measured the friction
factor in several tub
es wth in—service
generated magnetite dep
osits.
They found t[at, as wit
h sand grain and rec
tangular
rib roughness, the fric
tion function
became independent of e+,
the
diri
tens
ionless
roughness height.
In the completely rou
gh region P is apprcx
icnatelv equai to 5.
—8--

al(13i4) found that the calculated friction
Using this value in Eq. (2), Hailer et
of 10% from measured
factor had an average deviation of 6% and a maximum deviation
4) was probably
al(131
The ripple ratio for the tubes tested by Hailer et
values.
in the range 12—14.
4.

Pressure Drop Experiments
4.1

Rippled Surfaces of Geothermal Silica

that

rim OP heat exchanger tube
Pressure drop measurements were performed on a 12.5
A photograph of a sect toi
had a rippled silica deposit (see Section 2.4 above).

of the tube is shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.
this tube.

a typical profile of the ripples is shown in

38 cm long section of
•Fhe pressure drop measurements were performed on a
of the tube withi!I
The ID af the clean tube was 1.026 cm but the diameter

the deposit was estimated volumetrically as 0.955 mm.
cm ID, entry section
The experimental set—up consisted of a 90 era long, 1.026
The ID of both tubes ‘sas flush to a 6.4 eta bridge
connected to the test section.
Similarly,
in the micd. .
between them having two radially—opposite pressure tappngs
Since the ID of the
there was a 40 mm long tube downstream from the test section.
there existed a small
clean test section was flush with the inlet and outlet tubes
step in the transition from smooth to rippled surfaces.
The flowrate was measured by a

Compressed air was used in the experiments.

The temperature of the air was

gas meter downstream at atmospheric pressure.
measured between the 40 cm

outlet section and

the gas meter.

The pressure tappings

the other leg open
at the inlet and outlet were connected to a water mamiomter with
the
In this way the average absolute pressure and pressure drop in
to atmosphere.
test section could be detennined.
section was
To test the validity of the experimental procedure a smooth test
Time frLtion factor
inserted and time pressure drop characteristics were do ternilned.
to fall just above those of
values derived from the measured pressure drop were found
This is to be
a hydrodynamically smooth tube, when dlctted against Reynolds rtunmber.
expected for a commercially rough tube.
for the ri pplec! tube is shown

The friction factor against Reynolds number plot
in Figure 8.

The fricton factor

increases

with Reynolds uurnber to an apparently

This is iii cue it aLive agreement with rimbes hrving sand grain
constant value.
1 3)
(a
However, The frictinrr factor is much higher than predicted from
.
‘
roughnesses
dimension.
sand grain roughness theor’ rising the ripple height as the characteristic
Asun tog ful v turbulent flow,

The average ripple height was measured as 0. 123 mm.
sand grain roughness tireor

fred

in r

a frnm.i

mental value is approxirra ely 0.1)14. or l70,
results with the soini—ernptnica

ni

maci o of 0.0052,

-t eor

has been calculatec and is shown plot ted in Figure 9 aga rims
ness height e+.

In the fully rough region, where

of the friction function becomrs

3.

—9—-.

i le the expri—

To ramnpare the Exoarimental

gher.

sand gre in rougtr’-

iii

i

the t’r±rti on fund

run

rime (ldnmens tin essi ough

ndepsndert of e, the value

4.2

Pressure DrMeasurents on SimuateRjleSnrfares
Simutated ripple surfaces were manufactured by impressing circula
r indentations

at; given separation distances x along the lenguh of a

number of 25 nun OD brass tubes.
By varying the (lepth of indentation e at. four c1ftercnt values of the
spacing x it was
hoped that a range of values k = x/e could be obtained.
The manufacturing method,

however, encountered problems of tube (leforinat. i on

when at tempting to produce indenta—
tions, i.e., roughness heights within the tube, larger than about. 0.25
mm.
In the
event therefore the complete range of desired x/e values was not.
achieved.
Table 3
below gives the actual dimensions achieved in the 18 tubes tested
so far.
The pro—
grarjille of tests is not complete and further experiments will
be conducted with tubes
having larger roughness heights when these become availab
le.
TABLE 3
Dimensions of Tubes with Simulated Ripple Surfaces
(all tubes initially 25 mm OD X 0,7 rim wall thickn
ess)
.‘

Tube
Number

Spacing between
indentations
x
mm

Depth of
indentations
e

I

Ripple
=

Ratio
x/e

mm

1

2.5

0.029

85.6

2

2.5

0.102

24.6

3

2.5

0.165

15.1

17

2.5

0.279

8,95

18

2.5

0.394

6.35

5

5.1

0.0165

6

5.1

0.0635

80.3

7

5.1

0.114

44.6

8

5.1

0.191

26.8

9

309

8.89

0.013

700

10

8.9

0.038

233

11

8.9

0.165

53.8

12

8.9

0.203

43,7

13

12.7

0.051

250

14

12.7

0.038

333

15

12.7

0.203

62.5

16

12.7

0.229

55.6

26

12.7

0.4-32

29.4

The roughness heights within the tube were measured
by making a wax impression
of short lengths of the inner tube surface.
The resulting wax casting also showed
the shape of the roughnesses, and he internal profile
,
Figure 10 shows tracings of
several such profiles.
The length of tube which was profiled was 114 cm in each
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al area of flow
the true average cross—section
For purposes of calculation
r over a
a measured volume of wate
by filling the Lube with
each tube was obtained
puted from this area by
rnal diameter was then com
inte
age
aver
The
th.
leng
knoun
assuming a circular tube.

in

case.

ults
Experimental Programme and Res

4.2.1

re drop measurements
was tested by taking pressu
Each of the indented tubes
Experiments were conducted
rates within the tube.
over a range of nater flow
The
at about 90°C.
t 20°C and hot water flow
with cold water flow at abou
to 3.10g.
about
by this means extended from
Reynolds number range covered
the Moody friction
were converted to plots of
The experimental readings
were also computed
Values of the function
t/p against Re No.
)
factor f ( 2
a series
ple, plots of f vs Re No for
Figure ii shows, as an exam
from Eq. (2).
stant at 2.5 mm, while the
of the indentations is con
of tubes utiere the spacing
For the three larger rough
from 0.10 to 0.39 mm.
roughness height increases
region, i.e., where I
rly in the fully turbulent
ness heights the flv is clea
Reynolds number range.
over the upper half of the
is independent of Re No,
e+
plotted against
values of the function
d
pute
com
the
s
show
12
Figure
is the unique curve
Also shoan on this figure
es.
for each of these four tub
There is
in type surfaces.
grain heights on sand gra
sand
all
for
lies
app
h
whic
of these simulated ripple
for all roughness heights
clearly no single curve
to identical ripple
plotted on Figure 12 refers
surfaces even though the data
lated ripple heights have
tubes with the largest siiiiu
Only the
spacing x.
constant value of I.
h regime as showa by the near
reached the completely roug
s is easiest and the
rough regime in which analysi
It is in fact in this fully
her Re No values
h
nts need to be extended to muc hig
plots show that the experime
Ler simuiated ripple
e for those tubes with the smal
to reach the fully rough regim
hts should
larger similated ripple heig
Or, alternatively, tubes with
heights.
ndent upon
one being pursued and is depe
This second course is the
be studied.
produce the larger ripple
methods being developed to
satisfactory manufacturing
lated ripple sur
Of all the tubes with simu
larger.
heights, say 0.5 mm and
evidence of reaching the
only tubes 17 and 18 showed
faces listed in Table 3,
vs e plot.
fully rough regime on the
two

5.

Discussion

some information on
on rippled deposits shows that
The review of the literature
ation remains unclear.
le while the mechanism of form
ilab
ava
is
cts
effe
drop
re
ssu
pre

Formation of Ripples

5.1

ate given in Table 4.
th scales of rippled deposits
The available data on the leng
—
ing x and height e of naturally
of these data shows that the spac
An
The
2.3 mm. respectively.
0.193 to 10mm and 0.0142 to
occurring ripples range from
The ripple ralin is there
to 13.6.
x/e, however, ranges from 4.3
N
heigh!. show a
w range while the spar tag and
fore confined to a relatively narro
exam

le

ination

ratio

ripp

greater
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range of values.

This suggests that naturally—occurring rippled tlcposiis might.
he
characteriseci by the ripple ratio rather than the actual length scales.
TABLE 4
1.pnrth Scales and Rioule Ratios of Rippled Deposits

Types of Fluid
Fresh water

x (mm)

e (mm)

5.5

11

I?

Reference

0.75

7.3

2

2.3

4.3

4

0.45

0.09

5

8

0.24

0.03

8

10

0.35

0.045

7.S

16

0.8

0.1

8

16

0.193

0.0142

13.6

14

0.201

0.0165

12.2

14
Present work

10
Boiler water

X

Saline water

4.73

1.08

4.4

Geothermal water

0.87

0.123

7. 1

Webb et al

j

Present work

(24)

have presented a catalogue of flow patterns downs
tream from a
rectangular rib roughness for several pitch
to height ratios.
They show that separa
tion occurs at the rib, forming a widening free shear
layer which reattaches 6—8 rib
heights downstream from the separation point.
A reverse flow boundary layer origi
nates at the reattachment point and grows in thickn
ess in the upstream direction.
(94)
Webb et al
stated that reattachrnent does not occur for a pitch
to height ratio
Measurements have shown that the local heat transfe
x/e < 8.
r coefficient reaches
a maximum in the vicinity of the reattachment. point.
Wilkie(29) has shown that
reattachment occurs probably at x/e = 7.2, which
is
the ratio selected as most favourable for gas—c
(6)
ooled fuel elements (98) .
Davies
and Davies and Shawki(27) have reached similar
conclusions.
Using data obtained by
Abbot and Kline (30) , it was estimated y Lewis (3i)
that reattachinent occurs at x/e =
7.5.
It is therefore evident that the transfer of
heat, mass and momentum at sur
faces with repeated rectangular rib rougmness
is greatest when the pitch or spacing
corresponds to the distance at which reattachment
occurs naturally behind a roughness
element.
The material which is eventually deposited may
originate from either the
dissolved or particulate sates,
For material to deposit there must be some
driving
force such as concertrato difference.
One common characteristic of the systems
where rippled surfaces have formec is that the
deposition driving force is almost
non—existent,
This could be a major factor causing deposition
to assume a rippled
profile.
When the driving force is large depc’sition will
occur on sites evenly

distributed over the surface.

flowever, when the driving- force is limited.
deposition
will occur preferentially at sites in regions of
enhanced mass transferS

—

-

2—

In commercial tubes naturally--occurring roughnesses exist as a result of the
manufacturing process.

Such roughnesses will project into the fluid and promote

deposition at the tip.

At these locations the deposits will most likely grow faster
But at a certain distance downstream from the rough

than in the areas around them.

ness the deposition rate will also be enhanced due to the phenomena of boundary layer
separation and reattachment.

In these regions of enhanced mass transfer a new rough

ness element will grow and in turn give rise to further enhancement sites further
downstream.

In this way the mechanism of formation becomes self—perpetuating.

Rippled deposits have been shown to fomm under both isothermal(23418) and heat
transfer(5_1719) conditions and circumferential heat flux appears to have no effect

on the structure of the ripples(81013).

This suggests that the mechanism giving

rise to rippled deposits is a hydrodynamic phenomenon of the type discussed above.
Ripples will presumably

only be formed wherethe system is at, or close to, saturation,

and where the material depositing adheres strongly to the surface.
The mechanisms of formation postulated by other authors suggest that the phenome—
(798,10)
non of rippled deposits might be caused by an interaction of deposition and erosion
as a result of high freency pressure/temperature/flow oscillations(16) or by the
action of sublayer bursts in the boundary layer.
From the limited data available° reattachment behind roughness elements
(backward—facing steps in flow channels) appears to be independent of Reynolds number.
(24,26,28,29)
no mention is made of a dependence on Reynolds number.
In most references
It has been observed by Schoch et al(8) that the ripple ratio of magnetite deposits
in boilers decreased with increasing tube diameter when the fluid velocity or mass
flux was kept constant.

The data in Table 2 are for ripple ratios in several super—

critical once—through boilers at similar mass flux conditions.
references 8 and 16 are probably for identical mass flux values.

The data points from
The values in

Table 2 have been plotted in Figure 13 and are seen to fall on a smooth curve.

Since

the mass flux and fluid properties are similar, the ripple ratio must be decreasing
with increasing Reynolds number.
5.2

Pressure Drop Effects in Tubes with Natural Ripple Roughness
The main effect of rippled deposits is the increase in pressure drop.

The

friction factors in Table 1 for a pipeline carrying fresh water were plotted (data
points shown as circles) in FIgure 14.
rlumber(23).

The friction factor decreases with Reynolds
Richter et ai(10) reported that for all boiler tubes with rippled

deposits the friction factor was 0.00313 at Reynolds number 1.6 x io6.

This value

(triangular symbol) and the value given in Section 2.3 for a pipeline carrying satu
rated brine (square symbol) have also been plotted on Figure 13.
for the surfaces are given in Table 4.

The ripple ratios

Althougb the operating conditions for these

three pipes are quite different, the friction factors all fall on the same straight
line.

The straight line can be represented by the empirical Blasius—type equation

=

—13---

Q3

(6)

This equation represents the data with an
average deviation of approximately 5%,
while the maximum deviation was just under
1.
It appears therefore, from Figure 14,
that the friction factor decreases with incre
asing Reynolds number for flow in pipe
lines with rippled surfaces for several diffe
rent systems.
The friction factor characteristics in Figu
re 1 4 are different from surfaces with
sand grain (21 ‘ 23) and rectangular (22 ‘ 24 29) roug
hnesses.
In the completely rough
regime the friction factor for sand grain and
rectangular roughness surfaces is inde
pendent of Reynolds number,
It is unclear utiy the friction factor for
naturally—
occurring rippled surfaces should decrease
with increasing Reynolds number.
schiicting(32) has,
however, demonstrated that simulated rippl
e surfaces (right angles
-i a flat surface) also show
this characteristic of decreasing fricti
on factor with
increasing Reynolds number provided the rippl
e ratio X = x/e is less than some crit
i
cal value.
His experiments indicated that this valu was
e
probably just less than
6(2,3,32)
The friction factor characteristics of
the tube having a rippled silica deposit
The friction factor is much greater than
would be expected
from sand grain roughness theory.
This increase is comparable with the
increases
shown by the other naturally—occurri
ng ripple surfaces on Figure 14.
are shown in Figure 8.

However, the friction factor initially
increases with Reynolds number in the
manner characteristic of sand grain or
rectangular roughnesses.
Hailer et al (13,14)
indicated similar behaviour for rippl
ed magnetite deposits found in boilers.
This
raises the question of whether deposits
formed under isothermal and heat trans
fer
conditions have different pressure drop
characteristics.
Gessner perforoed
pressure drop measurements on surfaces
having simulated ripples.
The data could not
be reduced to a single empirical curv
e, as that for sand grain roughnes
s, because the
friction factor increased to a maximum
and then decreased with increasing
Reynolds
number.
It is therefore possible that the fricti
on factor for the rippled silica
deposit could also show this character
istic if the experiments were pursued
to a
higher Reynolds number.
Work is in hand to investigate this
further.
It is of
interest that the friction function
,
approximately equal to 3 for rippled silic
a
deposit (? = 7.1) in the completely rough
region as shown on Figure 9, is the same
as
would be predict.ed for a rectangular rouginess(22)
at X
7 if the ratio e/v were
taken as 1.5.
5.3

Pressure Drop Effects in Tubes with Simula
ted Ripple Surfaces

The results of’ pressure drop measurement
s taken with the Harwell tubes, and
the
results of Streeter, are discussed here
to see if there is any similarity to
the
pressure drop characteristics of tubes with
naturally—occurring rippled surfaces.
Figures 2(a) and (b) show actual rippl
ed surface p’euiies, Figure 10 shows
pro
files of some of the Harwell tubes with
the spaced indentatLoris and Figure 6
the pro
files of some of Streeter’s tubes.
The Harweil tubes 17 and 18, which have
signifi
cant indentations, and are in the serie
s with the smallest x value (2,5 ram),
appear
as a wavy profile, as also does tube
IV of Streeter shJwn or Figure 6.
These
-14-

a

simulated profile
s are the near
est in general for
m to the actual
which seem to
rippled profile
be wave forms
s
of irregular sp
ac
in
g
and sUghtly sm
peaks.
aller radius at
the
The results of
Streeter’s pres
sure drop measu
rnents with tu
strate clearly
bes IV and V demo
that the profile
n
shape is most im
po
rta
identical dimen
nt
.
Bo
th
th
ese tubes have
sions x and e,
yet there is a
significant diffe
their dimensio
rence in the va
nless friction fu
lues of
nction
as
sho
wn on Figure
profile V gene
7.
The sharper ed
rate the greater
ges of
pressure drop.
Attempts to cons
ripple shapes cl
truct simulated
early need to pr
ovide fairly de
tailed similarit
tion to the co
y of profile in
rrect range of
addi
values of e, x
an
d
A.
profile the re
Because of the
sults of measurem
similarity of
ents with tube
IV can be anal
results of the
ysed together wi
Harwell tubes.
th the
A plot of the fr
iction functio
n
against e, as
results obtained
on Figure 12, fo
with one serie
r the Harwell
s of tubes show’
s
that no simple
exists for rip
general correla
pled surfaces,
tion
as it does for
sand grain roug
file dimension
hn
es
s, when the on
considered is
ly pro
the ripple he
ight e (see Eq
other parameter
. (2)).
The most obvio
for inclusion
us
in an attempted
correlation fo
Unfortunately,
r
is the ripple
such analysis
ratio A.
would require
vs e+ plots in
i.e., where
the fully rough
assumes a cons
regime,
tant value and
is independen
Harwell experim
t of e+.
ents only atta
Th
e
in
it
ial
ined this regim
e for tubes 3,
Figure 12.
17 and 18, shown
Taking the resu
in
lts for tube IV
of Streeter in
three does indi
conjunction wi
cate tentativel
th
th
ese
y that a corre
lation might be
of
vs A shows a
po
ss
ib
le
.
curve similar
Thus a plot
in shape to the
curves of Baum
rectangular ro
ann and Ree(22)
ughnesses, Figu
for
re 5, where a mi
nimum is reach
However, the ran
ed in the regi
ge of this plot
on of A
7.
is too limited
at present to
sion, and the
pennit any fir
possibility is
m conclu
only indicated
at this stage.
4.2.1, further
As mentioned in
experiments ar
Section
e required to
reach the fully
of the simulated
rou
gh regime for
ripple surface
others
tubes and gene
rate enough data
correlati on.
for a definite
6.

Conclusions
1.

2.

3.

Rippled deposit
formations can
occur in widely
different proc
They are forme
ess situations
d in systems
.
operating unde
r isothermal
conditions, an
as well as he
d in pipes co
at
tra
ns
fer
vering a large
range of diam
2 m.
eters, e.g. 1 cm
up to
Ripple deposit
s show except
ionally high
pressure drops
sand—grain—typ
compared, for
e roughnesses.
example, to
For identical
he
ight.s of ripple
the pressure
and sand grai
drop on the rip
n
pled surface
could be up
sand grain surfa
to 2.5 times
ces depending
th
at
on the
on the Reynold
s number.
It is postulate
d that this rip
pled geometry
is formed due
flow separatio
to the phenom
n and reattach
ena of
rnent.
This only occu
near, saturatio
rs when a ys
tem is at, or
n, and where th
e deposits
strongly adhe
rent.
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‘1.

S imu inteti rippled sui faces have been impressed
on a number of 25 mm OD tubes
and rsure drops measured in a recent iiarwei
l programme.
Analysis of these
results in terms of bomidai’y layer theory
shows that. the roughness height alone
is not sufficient to cliaracterise the ripple
surface geometry, as is the case
for sand—grain—type surfaces.
The limited range of data available at
the
moment tentatively iridical es that the ratio
of the ripple spacing to the height
is the add I ional parameter required for
a general correlation of pressure drop.
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SCALE

(a)

EXAMPLE OF RIPPLED SALT DEPOSIT
1ON IN 60 cm. BRINE MAIN
CONDITIONS:

{

SATURATED BRINE SOLUTION FLOW
AT APPROX. 15°C.
REYNOLDS NUMBER
139,000
DEPOSITION SHOWN AFTER APPROX
. 40,000 HRS.
AVERAGE RIPPLE HEIGHT 1.1mm.; AVE
RAGE SPACING 4.7mm.

1 cm

0
SCALE

(b)

EXAMPLE OF RIPPLED SILICA
DEPOSITION.
CONDITIONS :

GEOTHERMAL WATER FLOW AT
APPROX 80°C
REYNOLDS NUMBER fl 4L.000
DEPOSITION SHOWN AFTER
APPROX 20001-IRS
AVERAGE RIPPLE HEIGHTD.12m
m.; AVERAGE SPACINGO.87m
m

FIG. 1. VIEWS OF SOME RIPPL
ED DEPOSITS.
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